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he word strategy comes from a Greek word (according to the Oxford Dictionaries
website), the original meaning of which was generalship. While ‘strategy’ has since been
embraced by business its starting point still gives us some clues to what it encompasses.
And for a small word it has a big remit.
Behind the basic concept of the strategy (what are we going to do and when) there is a lot
more detail. From what we are doing now, what are our assets, what are our competitors
doing, what are our options, to why we are going to do what we’re going to do. Many
businesses will have multiple strategies – an overall business strategy, departmental strategies,
marketing and product strategies, acquisition strategies and so on.
These days intellectual property is almost certainly on the list of must-have strategies for
organizations with any kind of IP portfolio. So if you’re reviewing your IP strategy or planning
to develop one, what do you need to consider?
In this supplement, some of our authors provide general advice on what to consider, from
asking the right questions to developing a monetization strategy, while others focus on specific
markets or areas of the business. We hope you find the articles informative and thought
provoking!
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Smartphone wars

What can we learn from
the smartphone wars?
Guy Proulx and Don Merino review the smartphone wars to
see what everyone else can learn from the role IP has played
in this highly contested marketplace.

T

he global smartphone wars involving hi-tech
giants are in many ways the most prominent IP
litigation in history. At stake is the dominance of
a new and rapidly evolving market for years to come.
And while the victors will ultimately enjoy multibilliondollar spoils, the vanquished could be relegated to the
ever-growing ranks of hi-tech has-beens.
Although the example is extreme, the lessons of the
smartphone wars are fundamental, and illustrate the
challenges faced by every company that develops or
purchases intellectual property. And just because the
belligerents are titans, they are by no means infallible.
Even the largest players have at times been slow to fully
grasp the significance of intellectual property to their
long-term fate and fortune.
If nothing else, the smartphone wars demonstrate
not just the value, but the necessity of creating and
maintaining a comprehensive intellectual property
strategy – one that both serves existing business goals
and is adaptable to rapidly changing technologies and
markets. The lesson is particularly salient in Asia, where
the development of technology has outpaced the
sophistication of IP practice, and where many emerging
companies are simply ignoring the problem – placing
their future at substantial risk.

itself in an IP pinch and had to buy Motorola – essentially
to acquire its patent portfolio – for US $12.5 billion.
Apple’s entry to the smartphone market, however, was
a completely different story. At the time, the space was
dominated mainly by Nokia, Ericsson, Siemens and
Phillips, each of which cross-licensed their IP. When
Samsung and LG entered the market, licensing deals
were struck with those entities as well. But Apple’s
market entry with the iPhone was bolstered by a 30-year
history of IP innovation in the PC industry.
Because the functionality of smartphones was a quantum
leap forward for mobile telephones, the computer
innovations developed by Apple and others represented
a whole new field of relevant IP. Apple recognized early
on that leveraging the patent portfolio it developed in
the computer space would give it tremendous advantage
when it introduced the iPhone.
Strategic patent investment need not break the bank
though, relatively speaking. By investing a comparatively
modest $3 billion over eight years, Intellectual Ventures
was able to develop a highly strategic portfolio of 30,000
patents. Had Google implemented a long-term IP strategy
and bought its way into the wireless IP space over time
– before the planned entry of Android – it could have
built a formidable patent portfolio for a fraction of what
it ultimately paid for Motorola’s IP holdings.

Guy Proulx
Chairman and CEO

Donald Merino
Managing Director
and Founder

Protect and serve
Enterprises large and small need to regularly assess their
patent holdings – not just in terms of their discrete value
but whether the portfolio as a whole truly supports
the company’s business development goals. The latest
wireless figures bear this out: estimates indicate that
there are as many as 250,000 active patents that impact
smartphones in the United States alone. Further, there
are over 15,000 declared essential patents – patents for
inventions that must be used to comply with key
technical standards – in the wireless space.
It’s critical, therefore, that any company looking
to enter a new market establish where it sits in the
competitive IP ecosystem and how it will protect its
technology and position. Entering any market without
first identifying potential IP threats is, to say the very
least, imprudent.
For example, when Google entered the smartphone
market with its Android technology, its patent holdings in
the space were minimal. Not surprisingly, it quickly found
CTC Legal Media
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Smartphone wars
The lesson for small- to mid-size enterprises looking to compete in
the electronics space is clear: without a sensible IP strategy in place
early in the game, they face a significantly steeper price to compete in
the market over time.

Mind the gap
Another key takeaway of the smartphone wars is not always apparent
to the casual observer. Regardless of a company’s size – be it IBM,
Apple, Intel or Samsung – when it comes to IP, every enterprise has
a gap in its patent portfolio. Technology moves fast and markets are
always shifting, so it’s impossible for everyone to be protected all the
time. An effective portfolio strategy takes into account the company’s
own vulnerabilities, as well as those of its competitors.
To determine the extent of the gap, a company must assess or map
its competitors’ IP holdings, identify the potential threats that may
result from it, and use the data to develop a specific IP strategy
to minimize or mitigate each threat going forward. During this
assessment, the company should list its IP threats and create a
timeline associated with each one.
Developing an IP strategy that reflects the company’s business
goals and counters all anticipated IP threats allows a company to
decide whether it must buy patents, secure a licensing or crosslicensing arrangement, or form a partnership with another major
player in the space.
Almost all IP litigation is defensive in nature. Apple’s lawsuit
against HTC last year – which led to a licensing agreement between
the two parties – may appear to be an offensive measure, but it was
essentially a defensive tactic. Apple was simply protecting its market
share. Offensive tactics typically involve players with little or no
market share, because they don’t have nearly as much to lose.
Ericsson, for example, is basically out of the handset market, so it
now asserts its patent holdings simply to generate revenue.
Time is a prime consideration in patent strategy. Patents take time
to issue, and they expire. If a company is looking to enter the handset
space against Apple in three years, for example, it doesn’t matter how
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many patents it files today. None of them will issue in three years and,
as a result, none will protect the company from, or be infringed by,
Apple. Filling portfolio gaps, therefore, is more than determining
how much a company wants to spend developing its portfolio – it’s
about ensuring the resources dedicated to growing its portfolio are
spent wisely over time.
The process begins by identifying potential threats and determining
whether or to what degree the existing portfolio can be used to blunt
the threats through counter-assertion. After mapping the competitive
landscape, Apple determined its PC patents would protect it from
infringement claims from major competitors in the smartphone
space, such as Nokia, and in December of 2009 countersued Nokia
with 13 patents.
Small- to mid-size enterprises with a handful of important patents
in their portfolio may review and then prioritize the threats, both
from a short-term and long-term basis. A strategy is then developed
for each threat, in descending order of importance.
Failure to do so will likely be costly. For example, when HTC
entered the smartphone market its market share and global sales
expanded faster than its patent portfolio. Additionally the company
may have been surprised by the aggressiveness of the IP threats in
their new markets, particularly as their market share expanded. A
better approach during periods of rapid global expansion would be
to implement a comprehensive corporate IP strategy at the outset.
By building and leveraging a portfolio of strategic and relevant
patents to counter potential global IP threats, a company is better
global expansion in their respective markets and technology. Such
foresight would prevent a company from being forced to acquire
patents – either through acquisitions or licensing – and paying a
premium price in the process due to their need to play catch-up.

Legal cover
After identifying and prioritizing threats, enterprises must then
determine the best way to overcome them. Starting with the
organization’s internal patent filing processes, only high value patents
– those that are truly capable of supporting the company’s long-term
business strategies – should be prosecuted.
Take the example of an Asian company that currently holds few
relevant patents, but plans to bring a new electronic device to an
international market in the next three years. To protect its product,
the company starts filing 100 patents a year – spending $10,000 to
$15,000 to file each one. By the time associated legal fees are included
the company could spend as much as $50,000 per patent, a $5 million
commitment every year.
Still, it will take time for that investment to pay dividends. The
patent review and approval process can take as much as five to seven
years, so even high-quality patents can’t support the company’s plan
to enter the new market in three years. The IP strategy, therefore,
must focus on providing enough legal cover to allow the company
to enter the new market and slowly grow its sales, while also fending
off any potential infringement claims until its protective patents are
issued and in place.
Admittedly, it’s difficult for small or even mid-sized companies to
enter certain parts of the electronics space, but there are alternatives
to head-to-head competition. In some cases, the solution may be as
simple as, “if you can’t beat them, join them.”
A small company with new innovation can partner with one of the
industry’s major players. For example, early on TSMC was able to
use its relationship with Philips Semiconductor and benefit under
many of the Phillips licenses while Philips had a significant
ownership position in TSMC. Similarly on the handset side there are
companies exploiting local niches in transit technologies. For example,
CTC Legal Media

Assessment never ends
Once the IP strategy is in place and the company implements its plan,
it must continually reassess the landscape. Monitoring patent
prosecution strategy, threats, and the timelines associated with both
is an ongoing process.
Surprisingly few companies maintain a robust ongoing portfolio
strategy assessment. Every company, including small emerging
entities, will go to great lengths to develop and adhere to a tax strategy
that optimizes its earnings. Yet few put anywhere near the same
amount of effort into developing an IP strategy. The smartphone
wars clearly indicate, however, that the IP strategy can have a far
greater effect on a technology company’s earnings than its tax
strategy ever will.
Building a greater sensitivity to the importance of IP – from the
top down, from senior management, through sales and the rest of
the organization – pays dividends, both today and well into the
future.

Smartphone wars

a number of Chinese companies that have focused exclusively
on introducing the Android system to only select markets within
mainland China have been successful in introducing these new
technologies. In these cases, they’ve taken the operating system and
tailored it to meet specific language requirements or other local
markets needs/personal desires. Additionally, they have bought time
to develop not only a market base but also an IP position to compete
globally.
Any time tech giants are investing billions in massive portfolios,
there’s sure to be business around the margins. Smart smaller
companies that take the strategic steps necessary to protect
themselves can play a supporting role in a much larger drama.
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